Supraventricular tachycardia due to blunt chest trauma in an adolescent
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ABSTRACT

Blunt chest trauma and its associated complications represent a rare cause of cardiac arrest in a healthy child, although an increasing number of these events have been reported. Victims are most often diagnosed in ventricular fibrillation or tachycardia. However, cardiac conduction abnormalities are also reported. In this report, a healthy adolescent with supraventricular tachycardia associated with blunt chest trauma due to a football is presented. This is the first report in the literature of atrial arrhythmia associated with chest trauma.
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INTRODUCTION

Blunt cardiac injury is more prevalent in children,[1] and this may cause commotio cordis or ventricular arrhythmias.[2] Commotio cordis is the devastating consequence of otherwise innocent-appearing chest-wall blows, with sudden cardiac death often resulting from projectiles striking the precordium.[3] This predominantly affects young male individuals, and the mean age is 14 years, with 78% under 18 years of age.[4] Among children, the impact object is an implement of the game, a relatively hard object such as a baseball, hockey puck or lacrosse ball.[4] The spectrum of injuries to the heart includes damage to the great vessels, myocardial rupture or contusion, and valvular disruption.[3] Pericardial effusions, conduction abnormalities[6] and ventricular arrhythmias[7-9] may also occur. However, to our knowledge, atrial arrhythmia has not been reported in the literature until now. A recent report demonstrated that blunt chest trauma due to a football caused supraventricular tachycardia in a healthy adolescent.

CASE REPORT

A 12-year-old school girl, previously well, was referred to our pediatric emergency department due to chest pain and tachycardia. On her initial history, it was revealed that while playing football in the school courtyard, the football hit her upper anterior chest directly, throwing her to the ground and rendering her unresponsive. After this projectile hit, she experienced tachycardia and chest pain.

She was born at term from a nonconsanguineous marriage and had had no chronic illness since birth. Her fetal and perinatal history was unremarkable. On the initial physical examination, vital signs showed a heart rate of 250 bpm and blood pressure of 115/75 mmHg. The patient was awake and crying intermittently with no significant increase in blood pressure. She had no hematoma on her sternum or rib fracture. The other examination findings were all normal. Laboratory findings included creatine phosphokinase-MB 0.3 ng/ml (normal: 0-3 ng/ml) and troponin 0.1 ng/ml (normal: 0-0.4 ng/ml). An electrocardiogram demonstrated a normal QRS axis and supraventricular tachycardia with a heart rate of 250 bpm (Fig. 1). Transthoracic echocardiography and telecardiography were all normal. She was given intravenous adenosine initially at a dose of 100 µg/kg. The sinus rhythm restored after the adenosine administration (Fig. 2). During the hospitalization, Holter monitoring did not reveal any arrhythmias besides the rare premature atrial beats. Over the next few months of the follow-up period, the electrocardiograms were normal.

DISCUSSION

Commotio cordis (disturbance of the heart) is a descriptive
term meaning cardiac arrest associated with low-impact blunt trauma to the anterior chest, usually by a relatively low-velocity missile, such as a baseball, cricket ball or hockey puck, or by a blow delivered by a fist, foot, elbow, or knee during sporting activities. It is not associated with any structural damage to the ribs, sternum or heart, which is otherwise known as contusio cordis. It is usually associated with sudden death in children.[10] However, arrhythmias may also be observed in these patients instead of commotio cordis.[6,7,10] Conduction abnormalities[6] and ventricular arrhythmias[7-9] such as ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation have been reported due to chest traumas. For an arrhythmia otherwise considered idiopathic, it is also novel in its clear association with a triggering factor, that is, blunt thoracic trauma. In these arrhythmias, the mechanism of onset of ventricular fibrillation from a blow to the chest is well known. In an animal model, a blow falling during the vulnerable period before the T-wave peak results in a rapid rise in left ventricular pressure with likely activation of ion channels via mechanoelectric coupling, leading to premature ventricular depolarization and ventricular fibrillation.[3] Similarly, we can suggest as a mechanism that after the direct blow to the upper anterior region of the chest, a rapid rise in atrial pressure may have activated the ion channels via mechanoelastic coupling, leading to premature atrial depolarization and supraventricular tachycardia.

In commotio cordis victims, the chest blows usually strike the left chest. Most of these blows reportedly occur directly over the cardiac silhouette; however, the exact location of the chest wall strike cannot always be determined with precision.[10] The spectrum of injuries to the heart includes damage to the great vessels, myocardial rupture or contusion, hemo-pericardium, poor contractility, and valvular disruption.[5] Today, chest barriers are commonly used to protect children from the chest blows. However, in a study of Maron et al.[4] commercially available chest wall protection was worn by

Figure 1. The electrocardiogram showing supraventricular tachycardia with a heart rate of 250/bpm.

Figure 2. The 12-lead electrocardiogram showing normal axis and sinus rhythm after adenosine administration.
22 of 79 (28%) of the commotio cordis victims in organized sports, and in 13 of these individuals, the chest wall barriers did not adequately cover the left chest wall and precordium. Further, these protectors are usually used for the sports such as hockey and baseball, but not for daily sports such as football and basketball. Thus, it can be suggested that commercially available chest barriers are not sufficiently effective in preventing chest-blow–induced sudden cardiac death and, in fact, probably offer only a false sense of security to athletes, families and the general public.[8]

The treatment of supraventricular tachycardia consists of short-term or as-needed pharmacotherapy using calcium channel or beta blockers when adenosine and vagal maneuvers fail to halt or slow the rhythm. In those who require long-term pharmacotherapy, ativoventricular nodal blocking agents or class IC or III antiarrhythmics can be used. Catheter ablation is an option in patients with persistent or recurrent supraventricular tachycardia who are unable to tolerate long-term pharmacologic management.

In conclusion, blunt chest trauma and its associated complications such as arrhythmias and commotio cordis are among the current problems in sportive activities. Chest protectors are not sufficiently effective in organized sports. Associated ven-tricular arrhythmias may be fatal, but atrial arrhythmias may not be life-threatening, as described in the current patient.
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